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Abstract: We cannot predict the professional performance in the specialized field through the traditional
intelligence tests. This indicates that there is a gap between the measured ability and the actual performance
in the applicable field. There is not one intelligence but multi-intelligences and varied ones which work
independently. Therefore, every individual has his own mixture of these intelligences which called (intelligence
imprint) which he uses in his personal actions when he faces situations and professional daily problems. The
researcher acknowledged the standard academic descriptions and measures of the graduates of the physical
education faculties which cope with the requirements and the needs of the labor market which assured that the
graduates achieved definite mental, practical and applicable skills to cope with these descriptions. Therefore,
the researcher evaluated the mental abilities standard of the students of the physical education faculty by using
an Arabian copy of the multi-intelligence measure after modifying it to acknowledge their intelligence imprint.
Results indicated the distinguishing of the students in some intelligences which represent the effect of a group
of the different educational inputs from the very beginning of the joining descriptions through the types of the
programmer and the presented courses. In addition to the teaching methods aiming at the approved tests
systems. Studies recommended the modifying of the axes of the selection, re-description of the programmers
and the curriculums and developing teaching strategies besides improving the tests systems according to the
theory of multi-intelligences to achieve the standard and academic descriptions needed from the physical
education graduates. 

Key words: Imprint % The multi-intelligences % The students of Faculty of Physical Education % The academic
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INTRODUCTION to the United States of America and it became common

The mental abilities are considered the focus interest measured objectively and expressed by the mental
of the scientists in the field of the human cognitive coefficient (IQ) or the general intelligence formula (g).
behavior study. Therefore, many theories tried to After eighty years Gardner [2] stated in his book the"
understand and explain the mental abilities and their human brain frames" a new concept for the human
relation with the human intelligence. Alfred Binet (1905) intelligence through the multi-intelligence theory which
and a group of his colleagues have developed an borrowed its basic foundations from the different
objective technique to report the level of the primary branches of psychology (the cognitive, the
stage students who face the danger of failure in order to developmental and the nervous) suggesting that there are
present a refreshing program for them. These efforts at least seven basic intelligences (the linguistic, the
resulted in the appearance of the first intelligence test [1]. mathematical, the spatial, the motor, the musical, the social
After many years between Separman who considered and the personal). 
intelligence a general ability and Guliford who indicated On his theory of multiple intelligences, Gardener [3]
that it is consists of 150 ability, this kind of tests moved sought to expand human potentials in a way that exceeds

that there was something called "intelligence "and can be
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the estimation of intelligence ratios. He doubted seriously synchronization means, here, the man's ability to perceive,
and raised the question of valid identification of produce and evaluate different musical sequence tones
individual intelligence via  extracting  him from his via musical intelligence. In addition, man's visual spatial
learning natural milieu, then asking him to perform new intelligence enables him to screen out and perceive
separate tasks he was not interested before. Intelligence accurately the surrounding milieu. Also he can
theories stressed three main directions: 1- Studying understand and assimilate the spatial figures, innovate
intelligence as a general mental ability. 2- Highlighting and figure out mental images in a bid to manipulate
intelligence  via  man's information formation and problems on his field of specialization. After this initial
cognitive process. 3- Addressing mental abilities via modeling strategy, he can link facts, check pattern and
theory of multiple intelligence. find out conclusion via his logical mathematical

Although the last theory of multiple intelligence of intelligence. At this particular point, he uses his linguistic
Gardner [2] is preceded by a lot of theories that introduce intelligence to express himself and to word fluently his
factors that contribute to developing man's general information in a comprehensible manner. Based on man's
intelligence and other theories that tackle the diverse interpersonal intelligence, he can solve internal
cognitive techniques to probe intelligence as a mental contradictions and show self-respect and the power of his
ability. Gardner's theory [2] of multiple intelligences character. Citing man is social interpersonal intelligence
introduced the notion that its cognitive factors are provides a highly snapshot of his ability to persuade his
separable into independent entities; each entity has the colleagues and work environment with his thoughts and
potentials qualify it to be a separate character of attract them emotionally towards his character. 
intelligence. These intelligences are not statically rigid,  
but it can be developed through learning and affording a This study aims mainly at identifying man's
process fertile cognitive learning environment. intelligence print of students at the Faculty of physical

Thus, the theory of multiple intelligences is not a Education according to Gardner theory of multiple
theory of stereotyping that confine the character to a intelligence. This entails drawing integrated mental
particular intelligence. Specifically, this emphasizes that profiles of this personal intelligence in the academic field
each character enjoy some abilities within the framework of physical education according to student learning
of multiple intelligences. Perhaps some people enjoy a acquisition and specialization.
high performance levels in all types of intelligences or This provides specialists in the field of national
some of these types while some people have low levels of academic sports study to evaluate graduates of physical
performance at such types of intelligences. So, the latter education according to national standard academic
segment of people are usually sent to mentally retarded specification and norms. Based on that, parameters and
houses. This means that they lack all aspects of mechanisms are set to select students on the criterion of
intelligence except the primitive ones. It is worth mental ability on the entry into faculties of physical
mentioning that we lie on a continuum of intelligences, education. Another way to gain a picture of intelligence
some of us have a highly developed intelligences whereas print is to look at strategies to develop physical education
others are either moderately developed or relatively of low syllabus, teaching methodology, cataloguing and
developed mentality [4]. indexing students capabilities when they are distributed

The researcher, here, views that on thought of among the current specializations namely management,
national standard academic specifications and norms the training and school sports as well as taking into
student at the faculty of physical education is able to consideration the specification and norms required at
succeed in his study and acquire skills needed in labor graduates of new specialization namely, recreation and
market. Moreover, he can get high scores if he is able to aged peoples’ sports. 
perform skills of gymnastic activities as well as applying This becomes increasingly a pre-requisite to cope
health safety and security preconditions at the with achieving the ISO of the university education to
gymnasium milieu of performance. This, actually can be produce specialized graduates who enjoy cognitive and
determined with a probable value within the framework of practical skills as well as the ascribed vocational and
bodily kinesthetic intelligence which express the general skills that enable the graduate to understand the
sportsman ability to utilize mental capabilities related role of physical education in social development at
body movement as a whole to express about the skills of modern communities. This runs parallel to market demand
the performed gymnastic activity. This would be better if and requisites from each specialization of physical
coupled with diverse and subsequent rhythms. The education. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS According to arbitration results, the preliminary copy

Procedures: The sample totaled 254respondants and
comprises 34 students in the first year, 67students in the
second year, 61students in the third year and 74students
in the fourth year. The latter include three specializations:
13 students at management section, 18 students at
training section and 43 students at school sport section.
They are divided into two levels of high and less.
Eighteen students are excluded as having incomplete
answers.

Application of Measurement: 

C Translating and coding Gardner scale of multiple
intelligence [2]: the scale was shaped and developed
according to theoretical framework and review of
literature of the pre-various studies on multiple
intelligence such as Armstrong [5], checklist of
evaluating multiple intelligences, which is prepared
within the framework of California distance learning
program (1994), Bell battery of measuring multiple
intelligences [6], Mori study [7], Lin study [8] which
were established on Armstrong study [9]. The
researcher translated these measurement technique
and made several amendments to cope with the
nature of the new educational environment of the
sample. It is subjective reports that contain 42
statements and based on the five scale appraisal of
Likert. It covers the following types of intelligences:
linguistic intelligence, mathematical intelligence,
visual spatial intelligence, bodily intelligence, musical
intelligence, interpersonal intelligence and
intrapersonal intelligence. The cognitive concept of
each intelligence is determined via six statements.

Coding and Adapting the Scale to the Egyptian
Environment 
Validity: It means that the scale measures what it purports
to measure. This fits two facts:

First: Arbitration validity: to prove the validity of
interpreting the measure and its thematic clarity of
statements and whether it suits the Egyptian environment,
the measure scale was examined by five arbitrators of
teaching staff in department of psycho linguistics, Faculty
of Education- and Faculty of Physical Education for Girls,
Alexandria University. 

of the translated scale measure was reviewed. Some
amendments are recommended at sentences wording to be
more precise and have accurate Arabic counterpart to
answer consistency between the cognitive concept of
measuring scale and the objective of the scale itself. The
final formula of the scale has seven themes that totaled 42
items. 

Second: Discriminating validity of scale items: Total
scores of components of each type of intelligence at the
multiple indexes of intelligences are calculated by
administering the proposed scale on the original sample
of 40 students at Faculty of Physical Education for Boys,
Alexandria University that consists of 20 students of high
intelligence level. T-value is carried out to calculate
average differences. (Table 1)

Reliability (Repeating Application): Measurement scale
can be repeated within an interval of two weeks between
the two trials on two samples of 40 students: one comes
from Faculty of Physical Education for Boys, Alexandria
University while the second is external of basic research
sample. Scale dimensions are shown in Table 2.

After finishing these methodological procedures, the
checklist that measures multiple intelligences was quite
valid, reliable and ready to apply in the current study. The
42 statements of the checklist are distributed into 7
themes of intelligences; each theme contains six
statements. The measurement scale was administered to
a sample to determine the multiple intelligences among
students at the Faculty of Physical Education, Alexandria
University.

Students Checklist of School Acquisition Scores: In
respect of acquisition scores on the previous school year
2008/2009, the student total acquisition scores is
converted into percentages because specializations are
different from one class to another in calculating the total
score. The result would be used in the statistical
discriminate analysis of students, multiple intelligences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables (1-18) show the value of mean, SD, F, wilks’
lambda and the order of multiple intelligence for the
students of the Faculty of Physical Education for Boys,
Alexandria university in according to divisions and
specialization. 
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Table 1: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and (T) to the list of multiple intelligences

A C
----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

The statistical Intelligences Mean Std. Deviation Mean  Std. Deviation T

Linguistic Intelligence 23.10 6.22 17.22 6.03 3.00
Mathematical Intelligence 21.23 5.43 18.12 7.01 2.41
Spatial Intelligence 23.31 6.20 19.10 6.40 2.30
Bodily Intelligence 22.30 6.00 19.20 6.10 2.01
Musical Intelligence 19.22 8.01 16.41 8.14 2.12
Interpersonal Intelligence 24.o1 6.10 20.10 6.00 2.41
Intelligence Intrapersonal 25.43 6.22 20.44 6.22 3.10

Scales from Table (1) show statistic significant differences at the level of (0.05) 

Table 2: Correlation coefficient between the first measurement and return

Intelligences number No. Reliability coefficient

Linguistic Intelligence 6 1-8-15-22-29-36 0.72
Mathematical Intelligence 6 2-9-16-23-30-37 0.64
Spatial Intelligence 6 3-10-17-24-31-38 0.62
Bodily Intelligence 6 4-11-18-25-32-39 0.84
Musical Intelligence 6 5-12-19-26-32-40 o.75
Interpersonal Intelligence 6 6-13-20-27-34-41 0.76
Intelligence Intrapersonal 6 7-14-21-28-35-42 0.81

Correlation coefficient between the application and the application axes ranged between (0.64-0.84) 

Table 3: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for
comparison between students of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C
--------------------------------- -------------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD. Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig.

1 Linguistic Intelligence 23.33 6.22 19.10 6.03 0.97 2.07 0.01
2 Mathematical Intelligence 22.30 6.00 22.20 6.10 0.91 0.04 0.87
3 Spatial Intelligence 20.31 6.20 20.10 6.40 0.90 0.20 0.70
4 Bodily Intelligence 23.23 5.43 18.12 7.01 0.99 3.05 0.01
5 Musical Intelligence 16.22 8.01 16.41 8.14 0.89 0.10 0.80
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 24.10 9.10 20.10 6.00 0.98 2.70 0.01
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 24.43 60.22 22.44 6.00 0.96 1.43 0.05

 
Table 4: The order of multiple intelligences learned among students of the Faculty of Physical Education 

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

2 Bodily Intelligence 0.99 3.05
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 0.98 2.70
1 Linguistic Intelligence 0.97 2.07
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 0.96 1.43

Canonical correlation (0.25), Wilks' lambda (0.976), Eigen value (0.165) Chi-square (5,607) of Variance cumulative %100

Table 5: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for
comparison between students (Division I) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C
----------------------------- -----------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig

1 Linguistic Intelligence 22.00 6.00 18.10 9.31 0.99 3.81 0.10
2 Mathematical Intelligence 29.30 6.10 18.00 12.22 0.85 1.11 0.21
3 Spatial Intelligence 24.04 5.30 23.00 8.29 0.89 0.12 0.72
4 Bodily Intelligence 19.02 5.04 15.10 8.93 0.95 5.61 0.01
5 Musical Intelligence 22.03 6.20 21.24 8.10 0.88 0.24 0.61
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 21.40 5.00 20.40 10.83 0.76 0.55 0.46
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 22.10 6.10 21.00 11.05 0.77 0.66 0.41
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Table 6: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division I)

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

4 Bodily Intelligence 0.99 5.61
1 Linguistic Intelligence 0.95 3.81

Canonical correlation(0.51) Wilks' lambda (0.66) Eigen value(0.58) Chi- square(12.81) of Variance cumulative 100%

Table 7: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for
comparison between students (Division 2) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C
----------------------------- -----------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig

1 Linguistic Intelligence 19.03 5.60 20.03 5.94 0.92 1.05 0.23
2 Mathematical Intelligence 22.10 6.00 18.02 5.36 0.99 4.02 0.01
3 Spatial Intelligence 20.01 7.30 19.20 6.00 0.79 0.03 0.85
4 Bodily Intelligence 19.04 6.01 19.01 6.03 0.95 0.07 0.79
5 Musical Intelligence 21.01 8.00 20.04 7.04 0.89 0.11 0.91
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 22.13 6.00 17.01 7.03 0.98 3.09 0.01
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 21.01 6.20 22.00 7.44 0.89 0.02 0.95

Table 8: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division 2)

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

2 Mathematical Intelligence 0.99 4.02
1 Interpersonal Intelligence 0.98 3.09

Canonical correlation(0.11) Wilks' lambda (0.89) Eigen value(0.32) Chi-square(7.17) of Variance cumulative 100%

Table 9: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for
comparison between students (Division 3) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C
------------------------------ --------------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD. Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig.

1 Linguistic Intelligence 22.00 6.02 21.00 5.94 0,89 0.34 0.60
2 Mathematical Intelligence 21.30 6.21 22.40 5.36 0,83 0.01 0.92
3 Spatial Intelligence 22.13 6.12 19.01 6.00 9.96 4.33 0.01
4 Bodily Intelligence 19.41 7.00 18.33 6.03 0.77 0.12 0.70
5 Musical Intelligence 22.44 7.40 22.00 7.04 0,89 0.30 0.71
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 18.00 4.40 18.30 7.03 0.90 0.32 0.62
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 22.42 5.10 19.49 7.44 0.95 3.44 0.01

Table 10: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division 3)

M  The statistical intelligences Wilks' lambda F

2 Spatial Intelligence o.96 4.02
1 Intelligence Intrapersonal 0.95 3.09

Canonical correlation (0.93) Wilks' lambda (0.93), Chi- square(4.02) of Variance cumulative 100%

Table 11: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for
comparison between students (Division 4) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C
----------------------------- -------------------------------

M The statistical Intelligences Mean SD. Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig

1 Linguistic Intelligence 12.31 6.14 22.2 5.04 0.97 2.07 0.15
2 Mathematical Intelligence 17.31 5.00 18.00 4.45 0.99 0.08 0.77
3 Spatial Intelligence 18.00 6.11 19.11 6.00 0.99 0.01 o.91
4 Bodily Intelligence 23.20 5.44 18.40 6.00 0.97 4.12 0.01
5 Musical Intelligence 19.11 8.40 18.33 9.00 0.99 0.10 0.78
6 Interpersonal Intelligence 22.30 6.00 18.10 6.04 0.91 4.07 0.01
7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 22.31 6,01 22.01 6.34 0.99 0.12 0.72
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Table 12: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division 4)

M  The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

4 Bodily Intelligence 0.97 4.12

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 0.91 3.07

Canonical correlation (0. 95) Wilks' Lambda (0.91) Eigen value (0.30) Chi- square (6.44) of Variance cumulative 100% 

Table 13: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for

comparison between students (Division 4 school sports) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C

----------------------------- --------------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD. Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig.

1 Linguistic Intelligence 20.44 5.02 19.23 6.04 0.99 0.33 0.56

2 Mathematical Intelligence 22.11 5.03 18.44 6,01 0.90 3.37 0.01

3 Spatial Intelligence 24.03 6,00 24.03 6.11 0.99 0.05 0.82

4 Bodily Intelligence 22.11 6.03 17.21 6.03 0.92 3.46 0.01

5 Musical Intelligence 20.13 7.12 19.43 8.00 0.99 0.30 0.58

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 21.41 4.11 21.01 6.40 0.99 0.33 0.56

7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 18.00 5.31 19.11 6.23 0.99 0.33 0.56

Table 14: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division 4 school

sports)

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

4 Bodily Intelligence 0.99 3.46

2 Mathematical Intelligence 0.90 3.37

Canonical correlation (0.41) Wilks' lambda (0.85), Chi-square(6.23) of Variance cumulative 100%

Table 15: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for

comparison between students (Division 4 Training) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C

----------------------------- --------------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD. Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig.

1 Linguistic Intelligence 22.00 7.02 2014 6.42 0.98 5.31 0.05

2 Mathematical Intelligence 22.22 5.44 19.32 6.10 0.87 8.02 0.01

3 Spatial Intelligence 13.14 5.32 17.33 6.02 0.91 3.44 0.05

4 Bodily Intelligence 21.14 5.00 18.11 7.00 0.96 6.03 0.01

5 Musical Intelligence 18.33 6.20 17.43 6.13 0.97 0.32 0.58

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 21.22 7.40 19.01 8.24 0.94 3.40 0.05

7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 23.22 5.20 20.11 7.33 0.99 7.04 0.01

Table 16: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division 4 Training)

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' Lambda F

2 Mathematical Intelligence 0.87 8.02

7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 0.95 7.04

4 Bodily Intelligence 0.77 6.03

2 Linguistic Intelligence 0.79 5.31

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 0.92 3.40

3 Spatial Intelligence 0.88 3.44

Canonical correlation (0.95) Wilks' lambda (0.101) Eigen value (9.30) Chi-square (18.36) of Variance cumulative 100% 
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Table 17: The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the value of the test and Wilkes exterminated and the value of (F) single and significance level for

comparison between students (Division 4 Management) of the Faculty of Physical Education with a high level and less in the multiple intelligences

A C

---------------------------- ------------------------------

M  The statistical Intelligences Mean SD Mean SD Wilks' lambda F Sig.

1 Linguistic Intelligence 20.10 5.04 18.24 7.03 0.88 4.20 0.01

2 Mathematical Intelligence 22.00 6.00 20.04 2.40 0.95 0.73 0.40

3 Spatial Intelligence 21.01 6.43 21.05 6.34 0.97 0.37 0.55

4 Bodily Intelligence 19.00 5,10 18.33 5.13 0.97 0.04 0.83

5 Musical Intelligence 22.33 6.14 13.11 7.00 0.99 0.09 0.76

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 22.33 6.04 18.11 5.03 0.95 3.04 0.01 

7 Intelligence Intrapersonal 17.11 6031 17.01 5.30 0.99 0.10 0.71

Table 18: The order of the introduction of multiple intelligences learned among first grade students of the Faculty of Physical Education (Division4

Management)

M The statistical Intelligences Wilks' lambda F

1 Linguistic Intelligence 0.88 4.02

6 Interpersonal Intelligence 0.95 3.04

Canonical correlation (0.34) Wilks' lambda (0.86) Eigen value (0.38) Chi-square (6.23) of Variance cumulative 100% 

Based on the previous review, there are significant Second: When the studied sample is divided according to
differences in some types of intelligences whose school classes, the intelligence fingerprint comes up
preliminary results are in favor of student at Faculty of clearly with the students in the first grade who achieved
Physical Education for Boys, Alexandria University a high level in both bodily intelligence and linguistic
according to their school excellence, school grades and intelligence.
specializations.

The equation of discriminate analysis, which is Third: The intelligence fingerprint for the students in the
concerned mainly with the accumulative analysis, second year class who achieved a high level in
displays not only the multiple dimensions of intelligences mathematical and interpersonal intelligences whereas it
according to the importance of entry priority into the appears in third grade students of high level in both
equation analysis but it also indicates the direction and spatial and interpersonal intelligences. 
the value of Wilks' lambda test. This value reflects the fact
that the multi-stages entry of dimensions of multiple Fourth: As to the fourth year students who achieved a
intelligences results in significant addition as well as to a high level the fingerprint appears in bodily and
great extent the level of significance on the stepwise- interpersonal intelligences.
regression. This is coupled with using Wilks' lambda test
to control stages of variables entry and to attain the Fifth: When the fourth year class is divided according to
significant optimum combination of multiple intelligences specialization, the intelligence fingerprint appears in
via verifying the segregation equation. If one of these students of school sport who achieved a high level at
dimensions prove to be discriminate and it can be bodily and mathematical intelligences. 
segregated. This is done primarily with the non-chosen
variables and then we move to the selected variables. Sixth: As to students in physical training specialization

First: Based on the results of the discriminate analysis, appears in mathematical, interpersonal, bodily, linguistic,
the most important multiple intelligences ranked according intrasocial and special intelligences.
to the past significant differences taken into consideration
drawing intelligence fingerprint for students who Seventh: As to students in sport management
achieved a high level at the Faculty of Physical Education specialization who achieved a high level, the intelligence
appears in bodily intelligence, intrapersonal intelligence, fingerprint appears in both linguistic and intrapersonal
linguistic intelligence, and interpersonal intelligence. intelligences. one step up the ladders, the results added

who achieved a high level, the intelligence fingerprint
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more information on the coefficients of the standard and to 33 hours whereas the actual hours are 12 hours.
the un-standard discriminate function, the value of However the percentage of distribution of basic sciences
constants for the multiple intelligences and the value of at sport management section from 43 to 84 hours whereas
the expected rise in multiple intelligences, these figures the actual teaching hours amount to 32 hours.
can be used to set the students intelligence fingerprints In addition, the percentage of the distribution at the
at the faculty based on the academic excellence, the same section ranges from 24 to 33whereas the actual
academic class and specialization. The multiple teaching hours amount only to 18 hours. 
intelligence index adjusted and translated by the
researcher is the tool not only to get the student's CONCLUSION
fingerprint but to match the classification of each
category i.e. academic excellence, academic class and Upon the basis of the data and previous
specialization. comparisons, the following conclusions seem justified:

The ability of the equation to re-assort the category There is a gap between the distribution of the teaching
ranges between 58.25% and 100% what will be the credit hours of some academic sciences at school program
upshot? The researcher views that variance in students that draw upon the standard national norms and the
intelligence fingerprints as one major finding of the actual teaching hours set in accordance with the internal
current study- highlights the lack of a prescribed regulation of the college. The latter represents the
methodological frame to measure the students mental distribution that framed according to the codes of
abilities which correspond to the national standard standard norms of academic sciences. 
academic norms for the graduates of physical education The prescriptive of multiple intelligences is important
sectors at different specializations. Norms set in National in that it prepares college graduates of standard qualities
Authority for Quality Assurance and Accreditation [10] required at different specializations. Moreover, the proper
emphasize the fact that the graduate should achieved use of teaching methods based on cognitive abilities
both knowledge and understanding. In addition with differences among students helps the early detection of
vocational and practical skills based on his cognitive student intelligence areas and to develop such area within
skills. the framework deemed profitable for the graduate himself

This can be attributed to discontinuities of the at labor market. Of special interest to psychologists and
multiple stages to prepare student at the Faculty of community development will be El Mofty [12] findings
Physical Education to operate effectively in different that the comparative educational studies and individual
specializations. This starts by the student's admission differences were associated with multiple intelligences
exams whose components lack any sort of testing the applications that stemmed from psychologists
student's cognitive abilities based on the theory of dissatisfaction with the idea of the unified intelligence.
multiple intelligences. these procedures lag behind the Many studies raise questions and issues for broader
requisites  of    preparing    the   graduates.   In  addition, theory on multiple intelligences: why are we in need of
defects in both programs of training courses and detecting the type of intelligence for the educated? By
components  of  schooling  syllabus  are  clear  in that doing so, we can develop such type of concern in a way
their preparation, teaching and evaluation do not cope that the individual becomes more efficient and skillful in
with the assumptions of multiple Intelligences theory. a particular area where his built –in mentality and skill

The researcher contrasts two distributions of tended to be more competent. in addition, Abd El Hady
teaching credit hours: one actual that set by the national [13] emphasized that trends of past contrastive researches
academy norms within different programs of seen to corroborate the findings in the question of
specializations and acknowledged by the internal individual differences among students as to their
regulation of the faculty [11] and the percentage of its tendencies and abilities. Those differences offers a
scheduled distribution according to the national criteria. context to set up and verify a lot of updated system in
Results show that the gap is clear between the actual and different countries. 
the scheduled teaching hours. For example: in school It is worth mentioning that many countries abide with
sport section, the student is scheduled to receive from 43 the academic norms that the fact that graduate's
to 48 teaching hours whereas he actually receives 43 preparation programs focus on cognitive skills, vocational
hours. As to the distribution percentages of human and practical understanding to guarantee Excellency and
sciences in physical training, the scheduled range from 24 supremacy in labor market [8].
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Recommendations C Toward a strategy to select sport talented players
Overall, this Study Sets Some Recommendations:

C The cognitive abilities of students at physical
education colleges have to be reconsidered
according to multiple intelligences theory. It is
deemed to be the basis of selecting students,
teaching and testing them. The theory should serve
as background to describe the contents of syllabus
at educational courses and its assortment. The
theory should be a rationale toward developing the
graduate's intelligences according to the demands of
labor marker within the framework of integrated
quality needs.

C Designing programs and syllabus that develop
knowledge and skills on the basis of multiple
intelligences theory that cope with the demands of
labor market. The graduate should acquire enough
flexibility that enables her/him to catch up with
changes on his future profession.

C Setting up an orientation program for students to
direct them toward areas that built-in their natural
efficiency and abilities. This can be carried out
according to multiple intelligences theory when
students are distributed among the different current
specializations i.e. management, training, and school
sports as well as the future specializations such as
recreation sports and sports for aged people. 

C Attention should geared toward studying interaction
and overlapping among multiple intelligences. These
research areas have not been discovered yet to
further understand the nature and application of
these intelligences via

C Studies on the academic sport, 
C Fields such as multiple intelligences as an approach

to improve the quality of education.
C A comparative study of some teaching methods

according to multiple intelligences theory and its
impact on education acquisition for students at
physical education.

C Designing syllabus and approaches for teaching
physical education according to multiple
intelligences theory and its effects on the matrices of
education outputs.

C Competitive Physical Fields: This can be
implemented via:

C The profile of intelligences for players at different
games and sports.

C Stability of factorial structure for multiple
intelligences according to Gardener’s taxonomy for
players at different games and sports. 

according to Gardner’s Taxonomy of multiple
intelligences.

C Using multiple intelligences program for more self-
development and self-motivation.
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